How much paid leave can employees take?

In general, applies to you if you are an employee of either a private employer with fewer than 500 employees or a covered public sector employer.

**TIME OFF**
Up to two weeks or 80 hours of paid sick leave at higher of regular rate or minimum wage*

**OR**
You have COVID-19 symptoms and are seeking a diagnosis.

**TIME OFF**
Up to two weeks or 80 hours of paid sick leave at higher of 2/3 regular rate or minimum wage*

**OR**
You must care for your child whose school, child care provider, or place of care is unavailable due to COVID-19.

**TIME OFF**
Up to 10 additional weeks of family leave paid at 2/3 regular rate*

**AND**
You’ve been employed at least 30 calendar days.

*Paid leave is capped at specific maximum amounts per worker.

Learn more at dol.gov/FFCRA